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Abstract
For Local Energy Producers, The Clinton and Berea Sandstones have been the bread and butter of
hydrocarbon development in the Northeast for many years. With the development of the Marcellus and
Utica Shales in the past ten years, the Northeast has been brought back to life in activity and production.
However, Clinton and Berea sandstone production is rapidly decreasing and the economics of the small
companies are quickly folding. For the Clinton and Berea Sandstones, by introducing techniques from
unconventionals such as Rotary Steering/Slide Drilling, Proper Sand/ft design, Stage Spacing, and Lateral
Lengths, remaining hydrocarbons left in place can be recovered and potentially improve economic
feasibility. The advantage of developing the remaining hydrocarbons is the availability of data such as
permeability, porosity, stresses, and Gamma Ray from the 120-year history of production and
development where as unconventionals have a limited set of data. While reserve calculations are not
discussed in great detail, proper design of reservoir modeling using estimation and pricing are discussed.
From a general study of pilot wells in the states of Ohio and West Virginia, it can be concluded that better
integration of unconventional techniques will improve productivity and success. Keywords: Petroleum
Engineer, Geologist, Economics, Clinton Sandstone, Berea Sandstone, Optimization, Sand per foot,
Stage Spacing, Directional Drilling, Pricing.
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Introduction
Since the late 1800s, constant development of conventional reservoirs has provided energy needs
and income to the citizens of Southeast Ohio. Although the oil and gas industry has had many alterations
with technology and design, the concept of what the industry does stays the same. The general consensus
is to optimize a capital expenditure to give a return on investment while providing energy needs to the
general public. Unfortunately, with several developmental cycles of the Berea and Clinton sandstones,
there has been a steep decline in production and income for Ohio’s bread and butter formations.
However, with the integration of unconventional techniques such as Rotary Steering/Slide Drilling, Proper
Sand/ft design, stage spacing, well spacing/placement, and lateral lengths producers can recover
remaining hydrocarbons and potentially improve economic feasibility for the backbone of our industry.

Background
For Ohio, energy output has always been a major economic driver even before its establishment
in 1803. The state initially discovered coal in the mid-1750s which gave spark to the energy exploration
phase that has lasted over 260 years. After the initial discoveries of the Scott-Mckee and Drake Wells in
the early and mid-1800s, the use of hydrocarbons such as kerosene for lights became a constant demand
for the United States and the rest of the world. With the rapid development of Oil Creek and Titusville,
Pennsylvania oil fields, the state of Ohio wanted to quickly join the movement. The initial discoveries of
hydrocarbons in Trumbull County, Washington County, the Berea Sandstone in East Liverpool, and the
giant Trenton gas field of Northwest Ohio created the hunger to find more reservoirs. This caused the
citizens of Lancaster, Ohio in Fairfield County, located in Central Ohio, to organize a team to drill an
exploratory well to find a fuel source. Drilling initiated in 1886 and in 1887 gas began to flow from the
well. This well produced gas out of a Silurian formation known as the Clinton Sandstone.
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With the initial discovery of the Clinton and Berea Sandstones, an era of drilling and production
followed. Tens of thousands of wells and hundreds of oil and gas fields have been developed in eastern
Ohio since the initial discovery. Some of these fields are still being innovated for hydrocarbon production,
gas storage, and Enhanced Oil Recovery.
Initially, wells in these formations were drilled with a cable tool rig and flowed naturally. However,
the idea of “shooting” a well with nitroglycerine became a common practice. The general concept was
that shooting the well would fracture nearby rock and increase production. Unfortunately, a large amount
of accidents occurred with nitroglycerine on surface creating the need for a safer and more strategic
approach. By the early 1950s, the new technology of hydraulic fracturing was created. Hydraulic fracturing
or “fracing” is the process of pumping a clean fluid and proppant into the reservoir to create initial
fractures in the rock and hold the fractures open. The fractures created the ability to avoid formation
damage in the reservoir and essentially create a fracture permeability or ability of fluid to flow to the
wellbore through the fracture. Tight formations such as the Clinton and Berea Sandstones benefitted
greatly from the development of fracing as the odds and production doubled for each well.
The invention of rotary drilling and tax cuts created the next several booms of development for
these reservoirs. The process of rotary drilling uses a bit attached to the end of the drill string with heavy
drill collars and drillpipe to add weight and extension to the bit. The rotation of the bit from motors at
surface essentially cuts the rock and circulates fluid to the surface rather than bailing the hole out when
using cable tool. This made drilling much quicker as rotaries could drill in a quarter of the time a cable tool
could drill. A large development of conventional fields followed in the 1960s with rotary drilling such as
the Morrow County Knox Unconformity Play, the Knox County Clinton Play, and others. As development
slowed in the 1970s, the government passed the Natural Gas Policy Act (NGPA) to fix rising hydrocarbon
prices. The NGPA offered a tax credit for production of high cost natural gas. The tax credits created a big
drilling and completions phase in the 1980s as 4,300 wells were drilled in Ohio for Clinton production
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alone in 1981. However, the depletion of the reservoir and new discoveries such as the Marcellus and
Utica/Point Pleasant plays have deferred other companies to chase those plays rather than conventional
reservoirs. 1

Depletion
With the development of oil and gas assets in the Berea and Clinton over the past 130 years, there
has been a lot of neglect due to lack of information such as production depletion and reservoir depletion.
When these wells were initially turned to sales, the energy business was in its infancy phase. Proper
modeling and understanding of reservoir and fluid mechanics were not developed until the late 1950s and
60s. This created a gap of about 75 years of uncontrolled development and infrastructure. Due to lack of
information and knowledge, early Clinton and Berea wells were flowed too hard and depleted the
reservoir pressure for the entire system. Wells were essentially drilled on top of each other causing to
many withdrawals from the same reservoir. When this occurs, the pressure depletes extremely quickly,
leaving no drive for hydrocarbons to flow from the wells. In 1964, the state of Ohio developed acre spacing
for wells to prevent this further issue from occurring. This has helped prolong the reservoir life and
production.

1

“The ‘Clinton’ Oil and Gas Play In Ohio.”
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This has not however solved the issue of natural depletion. When observing production data from
the Energy Information Agency (EIA) a clear trend can be shown as in Figure 1. A clear depletion of Natural
Gas Production and Oil can be shown for Ohio until 2012 which was when the Utica began major
development.

Figure 1: Ohio Natural Gas Production (Right) and Oil Production (Left);
Courtesy of EIA and Jay Chapin

To further analyze depletion, production data from EIA and the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources (ODNR) was pulled and split into shale and conventional production. As shown in Figure 2 a
clear distinction can be made between the two units as the shale development continues to rise while
conventional values significantly fall. This creates a sense of urgency and innovation in the conventional
space.
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Figure 2: Ohio Natural Gas Production (Right) and Oil Production (Left); Split
into Shale and Conventional Resources; Courtesy of EIA, ODNR, and Jay Chapin

Methodology
While others have established this problem and experimented with horizontal well
development, the economic and production feasibility of this technique has not been analyzed yet. The
author of this report conducted a self-initiated study with Elkhead Gas & Oil Corporation, Northwood
Energy Corporation, and Shumway Resources LLC. The purpose of this case study is to take production
data, develop remaining reserves, a proper horizontal well design, develop reservoir decline curve
analysis, and analyze economic feasibility. The general idea is to test whether this is economically
feasible for smaller operators as they maintain the majority of the leases in these reservoirs.
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General Terminology
Now that production has been trend-lined and evaluated for conventional and shale reservoirs,
the idea of horizontal well development can be discussed. When initiating a horizontal well it is critical
to evaluate Proper Design and Optimization which consists of: Landing Zone, Orientation, Managed
Pressure Drilling, Stage Spacing, Sand & Chemical Placement, and Proper Well Spacing. The examples
and lessons from the shale development in the Northeast will be used to demonstrate the applicability
of these conceptual and practical ideas.
When initiating proper design and optimization it is important to understand the idea of the
correct landing zone. In horizontal development, a landing zone is essentially the zone of pay that is
design and executed to land the wellbore lateral in. It is critical to land in this zone correctly to execute
producing the reserves left in place, establish a proper fracture network, and minimize damage to the
reservoir and wellbore equipment. When the Utica Shale development was initiated, first generation
laterals were drilled out of zone or landed out of zone. This created issues because they stimulated out
of zone giving other formations with high water and clay content the ability to produce into the
wellbore. This phenomenon essentially water-ed out the formation as well as gave a higher water
production, creating higher production costs. This is just one example of how drilling out of zone can
affect reservoir development.
The second concept to take into account is the idea of well orientation. When developing a
reservoir, it is important to understand where the stresses and Natural fractures exist. For a horizontal
well, the lateral needs to be set in the direction of the minimum horizontal stress of the reservoir. This is
because when the reservoir is fraced, the fractures create along the minimum and then spread out
among the maximum horizontal stress. When this occurs, the reservoir gets greater extension and
connects virgin rock to the wellbore. This was critical to understand when developing the Utica, as the
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first wells were drilled in different orientations giving the wells an overall lower production. This was
because they didn’t create the complex fracture network to bring production to the wellbore.
During drilling operations, it is important to maintain proper pressure and geo steering controls.
For unconventional development, narrow windows exist between pore pressure and fracture pressure
values. To solve this problem, managed pressure drilling essentially holds backpressure on the wellhead
to maintain proper pressures and equivalent circulating mud densities to keep the wellbore balance.
Since the zones discussed in this paper are depleted zones, this should not be an issue to deal with,
however it is important to understand for future reservoir exploration and development. Another issue
to take into account is the concept of geosteering. When drilling unconventional wells, it is important to
stay in zone as discussed in landing zones. The rock can be abrasive, hard, and heterogenous, however.
This causes the bit to steer in a direction undesirable. When geosteering initially started the wells were
drilled by having a bent sub on the bottom of the drill string and sliding of the drill string from the rig.
The issue that was caused was the longevity between changing the angle of inclination and azimuth. By
using Rotary Steerable systems, steering can be adjusted on the fly immediately thanks to pads on the
RSS assembly. This would be a recommended tool to run when drilling a horizontal in the Berea and
Clinton to the abrasiveness of the rock.
When developing a completions design on a horizontal well, the well consists of a string of pipe
cemented in place to keep out reservoir contaminates and hold the wellbore in place. The stage spacing
design of a well contains sets of perforating charges to create holes in the pipe to connect the wellbore
to the reservoir. Proper spacing of the charges are critical to the design process because the placement
of charges indicates which portions of the reservoir are completed and produced from. The charges
create tortuosity in the reservoir and gives direction for the fluid and proppant to travel in the reservoir.
In the early Utica designs, spacing was rather larger between sections of the lateral and lacked fracture
placement. When smaller spacing was developed, specific sections of the reservoir were then
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completed and yielded better production results. This general concept would be beneficial to
conventional horizontal well design.
During completions operations on a horizontal well, the sand and chemical placement dictates
productivity of the well. When a reservoir has low effective permeability, it has little or no ability to
transport fluids to the wellbore. By loading the well with sand and establishing fractures held open by
the sand, the well has fracture permeability that gives the reservoir the ability to transport fluids to the
wellbore. The numerical values depend on the pore pressure and fracture gradients in the rock. For the
Utica, both pressures range high requiring high sand or proppant placement. This has increased
productivity of the well. General Industry findings indicate that the higher the pore pressure
(overburden) and closure stress (pressure to close fractures), the higher sand loading require to keep
the fractures open.
The chemical design is essential to the completion process as it carries the proppant and
lubricates the wellbore. The water creates initial fractures and acts as a carrying agent for the proppant.
The addition of chemical additives helps mitigate downhole issues. Bacteria Growth, Friction, and scale
formation can create a lower overall reservoir permeability (due to skin factors) and decrease well
performance. This was seen in early Utica development as first-generation chemicals such as Guar Gel
and breaker retained residue in formation. This created blockage and damage on the fractures and the
wellbore. By introducing products such as biocides, scale inhibitors, and friction reducers the downhole
issues decrease.
Finally, one of the most important factors for horizontal well development is the issue of well
spacing. When initiating wells, the spacing they are placed apart generates reservoir withdrawal rates,
cost changes, and the risk of quick depletion. Depending on what economic plan the operator runs
dictates spacing. For example, a company looking for quick returns may develop smaller spacing on their
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wells to generate quick capital return. However, this may hurt their long term economic value as the
wells are withdrawling the reservoir quicker and also require higher costs to develop the field. This is
because more wells will need to be drilled generating a higher drilling expense. Whereas if the long-term
option is taken, wells withdrawl at a slower rate, development costs lower, and long term value is
higher. However, the rate of return may be slower. This is an ongoing debate in the Utica and Marcellus.
Generally, to mitigate these issues, economics are developed for multiple cases to see which has the
higher economic values.

Knox County Clinton Case Study
For this particular study, an older Clinton field in Eastern Knox County was analyzed. The area of
interest is an oil and gas producer with initial well development starting in the early 1980s. This field was
chosen because of its Gas to Oil ratios. A good Gas to Oil Ratio (GOR) is necessary in a conventional field
such as this because the gas in solution acts as the reservoir drive mechanism to push the oil out of the
reservoir into the wellbore (solution gas-drive). This field was also chosen because the homogeneity
exists in the reservoir. The Clinton Sandstone consists of ellipsoidal stringers that contain hydrocarbons
that traveled over time stratigraphically. The reservoir was initially a shallow ocean/shoreline
depositional environment. Transgressions and regressions laid overtop of this environment trapping
hydrocarbons in place. The payzone target is the Lower Clinton Sandstone directly on top of the Cabot
Head formation. This is due to the existence of two sand sections in the reservoir (layered) with one
consisting of the gas drive and the other oil. By completing both sections, hydrocarbons will be able to
become mobile2.
Once the target was identified, reserve estimates was identified. Using the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources (ODNR) well database, oil and natural gas production was pulled for the field of

2

Wiemer, Dylan et al.
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interest. The database only shows production from 1984-Current day; however the majority of this field
was developed after 1984. This information gives a good estimate of the reservoir production. Total field
production is 113,927 BBLs of Oil and 173,202 MCF as shown in the following table.

Table 1: Knox County Field Production; Courtesy of, ODNR, and Jay Chapin

Log parameters were then pulled from correlating open hole logs from the field. Then Original
Oil in Place (OOIP) was calculated. Due to depletion and production of the reservoir the pressure
gradient has declined to 0.3-0.4 psi/ft. This created a lower recovery factor than a normal reservoir. This
factor was about 1% leaving a large amount of reserves in place. The reserves were ran in a Monte Carlo
Simulation to give a probability of actual reserves. This gave proved reserves of 6.8 MMBBLs (p90),
probable reserves of 3.73 MMBBLs (p50), and possible reserves of 4.98 MMBBLs (p10) before secondary
recovery techniques are needed. These values are shown in the following table.
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Table 2: Case Study OOIP and Monte Carlo; Courtesy of Jay Chapin

Once reserves were calculated, a drilling plan for the well was developed. The well was designed
with a conductor and three string design. Hole sections consisted of 26” for conductor, 17.5” for surface,
12.25” for intermediate, and 8.5” for production. The casing parameters consisted of 20” for conductor,
13 3/8” for surface, 9 5/8” for intermediate, and 5 1/2" for production. Conductor, surface,
intermediate, and production strings were designed for cement to surface due to low true vertical
depth. The conductor, surface, and intermediate would be drilled on air with hammer and roller cone
bits. The production top hole would be drilled on air with a roller cone bit and changed to fluid with a
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PDC bit at kickoff point. From the intermediate string and onward, the well would be logged while
drilling. The Clinton is an extremely abrasive rock, so it is important to manage bits for costs and
efficiency purposes, which also creates low ROPs. The fluid composition during drilling must be properly
design and maintained. The Clinton has potential clayiness, water saturation, and depletion making
formation damage relatively easy. A low weight oil-based mud would be ideal to drill with. More drilling
details such as WOB, rate, and etc are listed in the table below.

Table 3: Case Study Drilling Plan; Courtesy of Jay Chapin

For the directional drilling plan, the well was planned to be oriented in the direction of the
minimum horizontal stresses. Minimum horizontal stresses for the Appalachian Basin range in the NWSE trend. Due to pressure depletion and potential liquid loading, the well was designed for a toe up
design so that it will naturally flow towards the heel portion of the well. Due to the radius of the lateral
and a vertical target depth of 2,800 ft, the buildup rate for this well was about 2 degrees per 100 ft. The
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well was then designed to kickoff initially at 100 ft and land at an inclination angle of 89.5 degrees at
4,300 ft Measured Depth (2,800 True Vertical Depth). This created a vertical section length of 4000 ft
with a total measured depth of 9,500 ft (2,800 True Vertical Depth). Due to the abrasiveness of the
rock, the directional technique of sliding creates a high level of difficulty. The use of the Rotary Steering
technique should be applied to this reservoir. Specifics and drawings of the directional planning are in
the following table.
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Table 4: Case Study Directional Drilling Plan; Courtesy of Jay Chapin

The completion design was developed from comparing horizontal Clinton designs and treatment
designs of the area of interest. Based on better treatment rates, sand placement, concentration, and the
ability to hold rate, the completions design for the horizontal well was chosen. 17 horizontal wells were
pulled from the ODNR Database. The perf type, stimulation type, breakdown pressure, rate, and
treatment were analyzed. The data showed that slickwater designs gave better rate stability throughout
the completion stage. Higher breakdown pressures were evident in the plug and perf designs due to
perforation friction. The table below shows results of the horizontal wells.
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Table 5: Horizontal Clinton Completions; Courtesy of Jay Chapin
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For the area of interest, the wells were analyzed by rate, treating pressures, and displacement
of proppant. The slickwater completion designs exhibited these characteristics the best. When analyzing
the three stage graphs, the breakdown and treatment pressures treated better with the slick water
designs over nitrogen design. The proppant concentrations and rate maintain stability better with the
completion graphs from Well D. The table below shows the results of the wells in more details.
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Table 6: Knox County Recent Clinton Completions; Courtesy of Jay Chapin
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Once the initial completion studies were completed, the horizontal well could be designed. For proper
completion utilization of the lateral, a smaller spacing was used with a smaller cluster amount. For the
well, the stage spacing was set to 150 ft with a 3-cluster system. The clusters consisted of a 2 ft length
with 6 shots per ft, 12 total shots per cluster, and 60-degree phasing. This gave each stage a total of 36
shots. In plug and perf completion designs it is critical to keep the rate per perforation above 2 BBL/Perf.
The perfs must remain above this rate to overcome limited entry friction. To accomplish the minimum
rate, a pumping rate of 75 BBL/min is necessary to accomplish rate through each perf at 2 BBL/perf.
Since the Clinton has a higher natural permeability and smaller well spacing, a more conservative
pumping design was chosen. The proppant placement was 533.33 #/ft with 80,000 #/stage, the water
was 1,756 BBLs/stage, and chemical design was slickwater. The chemical design consisted of Friction
Reducer, Biocide, Scale Inhibitor, Clay Stabilizer, and Surfactant. The initial stage was designed through
the frac sleeves to establish pumpdown ability and then the remaining stages were designed to be
pumped via plug and perf. The table below shows details of the design and pump summary.
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Table 7: Case Study Completions Design; Courtesy of Jay Chapin

The next phase of the well design is to drill-out the plugs, flowback the well, and turn the well to
sales (TTS). Since the planned lateral is a smaller lateral, coiled tubing can be used to drill out the plugs.
Coil tubing was chosen because of the cost savings and time to drill out. Realistically, the coil tubing
should be able to drill out the well in 3 or 4 days. The coil requires kill weight fluid however, to prevent a
kick from the well. The fluid needs to be high enough to stay balanced but not damage the formation.
Due to quick pressure drop offs and depleted drive, tubing and rods were ran in the well. The tubing
chosen was 2 7/8” with a L-80 Grade. The rods were intended to be mostly uniform with a 86 design and
Grade D for reliability. The well was planned to have a conventional wellhead setup with a rod BOP,
stuffing box, and polish rod. The conventional pumping unit was then chosen using Qrod software to
optimize the pumping efficiencies. The table below shows the details of the drillout and production
design.
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Table 8: Case Study Flowback/Production Design; Courtesy of Jay Chapin
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Now that the well is designed, a productivity curve can be created. Using the ODNR Well
Database, the annual production data can be pulled. Then by plotting the well curves and plotting the
annual production from the projected decline curve, a curve can be fitted. The curve was fitted with the
production by using a harmonic decline curve. Then using a horizontal multiplier, an IP for the horizontal
well can be calculated. The average IPs for the area of interest was 5 BBLs/d with a GOR ratio of 2
MCF/BBL and a per ft IP of 0.25. After Comparing horizontal well IPs with vertical IPs, an average
multiplier of 24 was applied. Then the multiplier and IP were multiplied and a new IP of 120 BBL/D was
found. Since the Clinton sandstone is a layered reservoir, a B value ranging from .5-1 can be used for
decline curve analysis. From previous production, the Clinton follows a 1.0 B value when curve fitted.
Since the B value is equal to one the curve is a harmonic decline. Assuming a 60% decline, 8% Di value
and a B value of 1, the projected cumulative production is 163,622 BBLs, 327,244 MCF, and 40,905.48
BBLs of water. The following table shows the details of the calculations.
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Table 9: Knox County DCA/Case Study Projected DCA; Courtesy of Jay Chapin
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Once productivity curves are created, the economic feasibility can be analyzed. For the area of
interest, a general AFE (Authorization for Expenditure) was generated. The majority of the costs were
based on previous vendor work and bids for the operators who donated data to this study. The costs for
some of the line items were then multiplied by the footage to scale up for a horizontal well design. The
total AFE cost was $2,629,549 for the project. The costs were higher due to higher detailed completion
and flowback services.

Table 10: Authorization for Expenditure; Courtesy of Jay Chapin
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Using the assumptions in the following table economics were ran with pricing from $0.50/MCF;
$10.00/BBL to $10.00/MCF; $120.00/BBL. Economic results were than calculated by taking profit minus
expenses, taxes, and royalty. Capital expenditure costs were analyzed at $2.50/MCF; $55/BBL. The
economically feasible limit has a high variability with pricing and Capital Expenditure costs. The make or
break area is in between $40 and $50 per BBL. It is also important to note that production variability
significantly effects the economics. The more the commodity pricing the higher the NPV. At current
market conditions it is fair to say that this project is economically feasible. The payout at $55/BBL;
$2.50/MCF is 56 Months and an IRR of 22%.
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Table 11: Case Study Economic Assumptions and Results; Courtesy of Jay Chapin
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Findings and Recommendations
The following findings and recommendations were made from this study:
✓ This method of development is an expensive proposition.
✓ Decline Curve Analysis well results are extremely case sensitive.
✓ Cutting corners and operational mistakes can cost major productivity in profit and well
performance.
✓ This is a three-dimensional play rather than a two-dimensional vertical play, therefore one can
not be frugal on development costs.
✓ The best candidates for this type of project is an area with good reserves (OOIP), developed frac
barriers, and decent reservoir pressure.
✓ Unitization spacing of previously developed vertical wells and spacing required from the state
can make or break the lateral placement and feasibility of development.
✓

By integrating a horizontal well in a depleted area, CO2 sequestration or EOR opportunities can
be exploited when primary recovery is finished if feasible.

✓ Due to unitization issues and higher up-front costs, it is suggested that smaller operators partner
up to minimize risk and maximize field acreage.
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